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Hartford voters (left to right) Ivan Rodriguez, Gregory Casati and Chris Bradley prepare to vote as 

election worker Briana Emmanuel hands out ballots in the Hartford's City Hall polling station. (Mark 

Mirko) 

Election Day mess not the only complaint filed against Hartford registrar of voters 
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Number of complaints against Hartford registrar of voters more than typical municipal official, SEEC says 

Tuesday's highly publicized election mess in Hartford may have earned the city's voter registrars 

a reputation as the Little Office That Couldn't — but the office has been compiling a record of 

subpar performance since at least 2010, with Democratic registrar Olga Vasquez leading the 

way. 

Documents at the State Elections Enforcement Commission show that in the past five years, 

Vasquez has been named in seven citizen complaints filed with the SEEC that resulted in either 

orders, or signed agreements, to comply with state election laws and procedures that hadn't been 

followed properly. 

A few of the cases involved the city's other two registrars, but Vasquez was the only one named 

in all seven. Also, she is the most prominent of the three because Hartford is overwhelmingly 

Democratic in voter registration. 

 

Two additional complaints — in 2010 and 2012 — also were filed against Vasquez with the 

SEEC, but were dismissed. 

And two more are pending against the office of the Hartford registrars as a whole. One was filed 

a year ago by a citizen who reported confusion and inefficiency on Election Day in 2013, and 

still is under investigation. The other was lodged this past week by the Secretary of the State 

Denise Merrill over the registrars' failure to prepare voter check-off lists in time for the 6 a.m. 

opening of polls on Tuesday. Confusion ensued as voting was delayed by about 90 minutes at 

some city polling places. As a result, a judge later ordered two polling places be kept open for an 

extra half-hour Tuesday night. 

Vasquez didn't return phone calls from several reporters from The Courant in recent days seeking 

comment. 

http://www.courant.com/community/hartford/hc-hartford-voting-problems-p-20141108-story.html


 

The number of complaints against Vasquez and her office is greater than the SEEC typically 

receives for any municipal official, commission spokesman Joshua Foley said Friday. Following 

is a summary of SEEC documents that Government Watch obtained via a Freedom of 

Information Act request: 

In March 2011, the three Hartford registrars, Vasquez, Salvatore Bramante and Urania Petit, 

signed a "stipulated agreement" admitting that a form that they prepared for recording write-in 

votes in the 2010 election "was inadequate and generated confusion among moderators [at 

polling places] who were tasked with completing that form and recording write-in votes cast." 

Three voters, whose write-in votes initially weren't recorded, filed separate complaints with the 

SEEC. Bramante is no longer the Republican registrar; he is now a member of the SEEC. 

 

In 2012, Vasquez signed an agreement to follow an order by the SEEC that she "henceforth 

strictly comply" with state legal requirements that persons with vision impairments be 

accommodated at polling places with "voting devices equipped for individuals with disabilities." 

During that year's primary, Stephen Thal, a visually impaired voter, arrived with his spouse 

about 5:30 p.m. to cast a ballot using the "alternative voting system" at the Grace Lutheran 

Church polling place. 

The special system enables a visually impaired voter to use a telephone to key in his choices and 

send them to a fax machine to print his ballot. But the machine was not set up in time for the 

polls' 6 a.m. opening, and apparently no one checked to see if it was working during the 11-plus 

hours before Thal arrived, the SEEC found. 

The SEEC said that Vasquez had violated state law by failing to properly set up and test the 

special system "in order to assure that it was operable at a single polling place at the time that the 
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polling place opened. Fortunately, the error involved not more than a single individual who, after 

a wait, was able to cast his ballot." 

The commission agreed that it would "levy no civil penalty" in exchange for the signed 

agreement under which Vasquez would "send a letter of contrition to Mr. Thal explaining what 

occurred on Election Day that caused him to have to wait approximately 50 minutes to vote 

using the [special system] and what measures she is undertaking to better set up and test such 

alternate voting systems" in the future. 

 

In 2013, Vasquez signed another compliance agreement after state Rep. Minnie Gonzalez and her 

husband, Ramon Arroyo, submitted separate complaints that she had violated her responsibilities to 

"equitably apportion polling places workers among the candidates in the August 14, 2012 primary." 

Gonzalez and Arroyo, candidates in the Democratic primary for state representative and registrar of 

voters, respectively, complained that Vasquez had restricted their choice of the people they wished to 

designate as officials at polling places. 

The SEEC found that Vasquez "failed to inform the Complainants … of their right to submit a 

list of [their own] designees for all polling place officials and failed to allow for space [on an 

official form] for the Complaints to submit such designees" of their choice. 

The commission said it would "levy no civil penalty in this instance, in exchange for this 

Agreement [by Vasquez] to henceforth comply" with state law. 

Then, last February, city Corporation Counsel Saundra Kee Borges signed an agreement with the 

SEEC to settle a complaint filed in early 2013 against the office of the registrars by five third-

party voters — who said that the registrars "failed to record and report votes" for write-in 

candidates in the 2012 presidential election. The agreement included an order "that the City of 

Hartford Office of Registrars of Voters [be] on notice" of state laws' requirements "and will take 

extra care when overseeing the recording and transmitting of write-in votes in future elections." 

Jon Lender is a reporter on The Courant's investigative desk, with a focus on government and 

politics. Contact him at jlender@courant.com, 860-241-6524, or c/o The Hartford Courant, 285 

Broad St., Hartford, CT 06115 and find him on Twitter@jonlender. - 
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Anatomy Of A Flawed Election 

 
Wes Rand / Hartford Courant 

By Jenna Carlesso, Dave Altimari contact the reporters 

ElectionsTrials and ArbitrationExecutive BranchPedro E. SegarraDan MalloyHartford Seminary 

Hartford election troubles: A look at what went wrong 

At 4 a.m. on Election Day, a bleary-eyed group of poll workers walked into the Hartford town 

and city clerk's office to check the last of more than 1,200 absentee voters off the voter 

registration lists. 

The task was routine; the time and day troublesome. 

The job, crucial to ensuring that absentee voters couldn't show up Tuesday at city polling places 

and vote again, should have been mostly finished days earlier, city and state officials said. 

The last-minute scramble, completed less than an hour before polls were to open, was one in a 

series of lapses that led to some polling places not having registration lists when voting was 

scheduled to begin at 6 a.m. As a result of the failure, voters were turned away, a judge ordered 
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the extension of hours at two polling places and the state's chief election official filed a 

complaint with the State Elections Enforcement Commission. 

 
Hartford's Registrars: For Years, The Little Office That Couldn't  
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Interviews with poll workers, city employees, volunteers and state officials, as well as a review 

of internal emails obtained by The Courant, provide some insight into what went wrong: 

•Democratic Registrar Olga Vazquez knew Hartford was behind schedule in printing the voter 

lists six days before Election Day and employees in the city clerk's office were unclear about 

when the registrars would complete the lists as late as the day before the election, city emails 

reveal. 

•City election officials didn't participate in any of the pre-election conference calls held by the 

Secretary of the State's office and never submitted a list of moderators with contact numbers, 

which slowed a proper response Tuesday morning, state records show. 

Interviews show that the problems were widespread. 

One deputy head moderator told The Courant that, for the first time, moderators were forced to 

deliver lists to polling places because they were not ready the night before. Joseph Wilkerson 

said he saw Working Families Party Registrar Urania Petit send workers home by about 8 p.m. 

even though the absentee ballot check-offs weren't complete and none of the voter lists were 

ready for moderators to take. 

Wilkerson acknowledged leaving boxes of lists in his car Tuesday morning until after 6 a.m. so 

he could deal with voter machine problems at one polling place. 

"Obviously mistakes are made during elections, but there is no reasonable explanation here," 

Secretary of the State Denise Merrill said. "I just think this was gross misconduct." 

Emails show the city clerk's office asked Vazquez a number of times when the registrars planned 

to check absentee ballots. Vazquez originally told the clerk they would check the ballots on the 

morning of Oct. 30. 
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But on Oct. 29, Vazquez informed the clerk's office she would have to postpone, "because we are 

a bit behind schedule with the printing of the official enrollment list. I will keep you posted." 

 
Official: Hartford Mixup A Failure Of 'Election 101'  

JESSE LEAVENWORTH, DAVE ALTIMARI 

 

Vazquez never got back to the clerk, and the day before the election an employee in the clerk's 

office sent Vazquez an email checking in. 

"Do you have any indication as to when you will be coming up to cross off the ballots, the town 

and city clerk's office has over 1,200 ballots at this time," the employee, Eric Lusa, wrote. 

'No Instructions Were Given' 

Wilkerson was among those who came in at 4 a.m. to finish checking off the absentee ballots. He 

and others were given suitcases filled with voter lists at City Hall to deliver to the polls. 

Wilkerson had four stops in the 1
st
 Assembly District. 

"The books were not ready the night before," he said. "The registrars of voters told all the 

moderators they would have the books ready for them the following morning before opening the 

polls." 

The race to deliver the voting lists was on. 

It was now close to 5:30 a.m. — a half-hour before polls opened. 

"No instructions were given to the moderators because they weren't anticipating not having the 

books [the night before]," Wilkerson said. "They didn't have that emergency plan in place. This 

was the first time that any of us have had to deliver books." 

State law requires that registrars give the moderators for each polling place a voter registration 

list by 8 p.m. the night before the election. The moderators are supposed to be at their polling 

places 45 minutes before the polls open on Election Day. Some were not, state officials said. 
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Those are two of the five state election laws that the Secretary of the State's office has alleged 

Hartford registrars violated in a complaint filed with the State Election Enforcement 

Commission. 

Wilkerson piled into his red Toyota and headed to his first drop off point — Liberty Christian 

Center on Vine Street, about 21/2 miles from City Hall — arriving there at about 5:45 a.m. 

But Wilkerson said there were other problems at Liberty Christian besides the missing lists. Two 

voting machines were not working, and there were other technical difficulties. 

"The location was not ready for voting," he said. "There was a lot of troubleshooting to do. I 

couldn't leave that place right away. Voters wouldn't have been able to vote there anyway." 

He said he stayed there for about 45 minutes, leaving the voter lists for the other three polling 

places in his car before moving on. 

It was now past 6 a.m. and people arriving at some polling places across the city were told they 

would not be able to vote. 

Among the voters who showed up at a polling place that did not have a registration list was 

Merrill, the state's top election official, who said she realized quickly when she arrived at 

Hartford Seminary that this would not be an ordinary Election Day. 

"I thought maybe they were just a little late at this polling place because you would never dream 

someone wouldn't print out the voters list," Merrill said. "It is such a basic thing." 

Merrill, who was able to vote by submitting an affidavit, called her office and was told it was a 

bigger problem. 

The office's election hotline started ringing at 6:05 a.m. with complaints. State Elections Director 

Peggy Reeves immediately began reaching out to the Hartford registrars. 

"I called the registrars' office and, much to my surprise, somebody answered and said there had 

been a computer glitch and, 'we are delivering them as we speak' and that everything would be 

open in 15 to 20 minutes," Reeves said. 

Wilkerson said he arrived at his second location — Grace Lutheran School — at about 6:30. As 

he delivered the books to the moderator, he noticed poll workers taking down names and 

checking ID's. 

"I told her she really should have waited for the book, but she said it was her responsibility not to 

turn any voter away, and I understand that," Wilkerson said. 

The moderator was able to transfer the names she took down over to the voter book. 



Hartford attorney John Q. Gale arrived at his polling place — United Methodist Church on 

Farmington Avenue — before 6:30. Gale planned to vote and then serve as an election monitor 

at the church, which would be Wilkerson's third stop. 

When Gale arrived he saw at least 15 people milling around and grumbling. He said he heard 

someone say, "Can you believe this?" 

Gale said he noticed at least six poll workers standing at the tables where people were supposed 

to be registering to vote. He approached Moderator Nathaniel Jenkins to see what was 

happening. 

"I told him you have a lot of pretty upset people here and you need to do something to try and 

solve the problem," Gale said. "It struck me that no one was on their phone or seemed to be 

doing anything." 

Gale said Jenkins walked away and called someone, but came back and said there was nothing 

he could do. When reached for comment this week, Jenkins declined to talk about his role on 

Election Day. 

"People were coming and going that whole time. I would guess at least 30 people [left without 

voting] while I was out there," Gale said. 

Gale was standing outside when Wilkerson's car pulled into the parking lot. 

Wilkerson got out of the car, wheeling the black luggage bag behind him. Gale said as Wilkerson 

moved toward the door, people standing around him asked: "Is that the list?'" 

He quietly said, "yes it is" and walked into the building. 

Gale checked his watch. It was 7:11 a.m. 

The first person voted at that polling place at 7:20. 

By then, Wilkerson was on his way to his last stop, the Hartford Seminary, where Gov. Dannel 

P. Malloy was waiting. Rather than vote by affidavit as Merrill had done, the governor waited 

half an hour for the voter lists to show up so he could vote. 

Unsure of how widespread the problem was around the city, Malloy's campaign set its lawyers in 

motion. Within a few hours they would go to court seeking to keep all 24 polling places open for 

at least an hour. 

"This wasn't an issue that wasn't controllable," said Attorney William Bloss, who argued the 

complaint in Superior Court. "A machine goes does down or a memory card doesn't work or a 

water main breaks there's nothing you can do. But this was a fundamental part of the process that 

they clearly knew the night before the election wasn't ready and that is inexcusable." 



Despite all that, Bloss said, "They still could have remedied the problem if they had delivered the 

lists quicker." 

Wilkerson said he made a mistake by staying at one polling place for 45 minutes while the other 

voting lists sat in his car. 

"I do recognize that, on my end, what I probably should have done was taken those books to 

each location and then went back and trouble-shooted," Wilkerson said. "I didn't do that. I'm 

used to taking care of each location before moving on to the next location. A lot of the 

shortcomings, I feel, are on some of our watches, including mine. 

"I feel bad for what happened to the voters, I really do." 

'All Kinds Of Excuses' 

In an election night interview, Vazquez said a number of things went wrong. 

She said the office was facing constraints from cuts made to its budget. A name was printed 

incorrectly on an earlier version of the ballot. Several new moderators were hired to work 

Election Day, she said, and they weren't trained properly. She acknowledged that the registrars 

and their deputies helped train the poll workers, but said her own training was done correctly. 

Vazquez also indicated that money set aside by city administrators specifically for the election 

wasn't released to the registrars until close to Election Day. City officials have disputed that 

budgetary issues played a role. Maribel La Luz, Mayor Pedro Segarra's communications director, 

said Friday that the registrars have had access to election funds since Oct. 31. 

Vazquez could not be reached for follow-up comment. Sheila Hall, the Republican registrar, also 

could not be reached for comment. 

Petit, the Working Families registrar, said in a prepared statement Friday that her primary 

assignment in the election process was to oversee new Election Day registration, "which ran 

smoothly." 

Reeves said Vazquez offered many of the same answers when Reeves walked over to City Hall 

after 7:30 a.m. Reeves said she spotted the three registrars on the steps. 

"I asked them how this could have happened," Reeves, the state elections official, said. "They 

came up with all kinds of excuses from budget cuts to not enough people working to blaming the 

city clerk for kicking them out of their office the night before." 

"But I think they just waited way too long to start the process," she said. 

Frustrations Mount 



Nearly 24 hours after the scramble to check off absentee voters, election officials were back 

finalizing vote totals. The final vote was counted around 4 a.m. on Nov. 5, but the drama wasn't 

over. 

With criticism mounting and frustrations building, some city hall employees reported hearing a 

verbal spat Wednesday morning. 

Deputy Police Chief Brian Foley, a spokesman for the department, said an officer was dispatched 

to the registrars' office Wednesday due to an "emotional verbal exchange." 

A backup officer was called in, Foley said. 

"Due to the nature of the environment, he called for a second officer," Foley said. "The matter 

was de-escalated. There was no probable cause for arrest or any violation of law. 

"No force was used by the officers." 

Copyright © 2014, Hartford Courant  

 

 

Where Were The Results? 
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By Editorial contact the reporter 

 

This state is too slow to let its voters know who they elected 

Election results shouldn't take days in this electronic age. 

Connecticut lags other states in reporting election results 

Well, that was embarrassing. 

Hartford was so unprepared for election day that President Obama had to beg those who had 

given up waiting to vote to come back and try again. The secretary of the state had to vote by 

affidavit. 
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But voting delays in the capital city aren't Connecticut's only problem. This state is among the 

last in the nation to get election results. 

All election night, Connecticut's results trailed nearly all other states'. By 3 a.m. Wednesday — 

seven hours after polls closed — the influential blog fivethirtyeight.com was reporting that the 

governor's race "remains uncalled" because "a lot of ... Hartford County is still uncounted." The 

blog had already called winners in close races in Florida, Illinois, Kansas, Maine, Maryland, 

Michigan, Virginia and Wisconsin. 

Shouldn't Connecticut voters know sooner who its next governor is? 

In 2010, the tally took three days. Yes, that was the closest gubernatorial election in a long time, 

and Bridgeport bumbled by running short of ballots. The delay is still inexcusable. 

Election results shouldn't take more than a few hours — and especially not days — in this 

electronic age. 

Why does it take so long here? For one thing, Connecticut has too many electoral jurisdictions 

— three times as many as California — and too many people in charge of elections without real 

oversight. 

More efficient states have one professional per county who is accountable to those who appoint 

her or him. Connecticut has two elected registrars in every municipality — one from each major 

party — and three in Hartford. They answer only to voters. They often quarrel. 

The process itself is byzantine. Much of the vote counting, by moderators, is still done with 

paper and pencil. Voting machines could transmit results electronically, as they do in New York 

and Massachusetts, but they aren't allowed to in Connecticut because of unfounded fears of 

tampering. Instead, pages and pages of results are hand-transcribed, in many cases hand-counted, 

and faxed to the state. That is so 1990s. 

When results finally arrive at the state — by law, by 6 p.m. Wednesday, and towns often take 

their sweet time — they must be keyboarded. They're then buried deep in the secretary of the 

state's labyrinthine website under "statement of vote." Finding them requires an experienced 

guide. 

One national expert said, "It's amazing you get election results at all." 

Florida results, by contrast, were online quickly on election night. (That state sure has learned 

since 2000.) Final tallies are a cinch to find at enight.elections.myflorida.com. 

Secretary of the State Denise Merrill agrees the system is antiquated. She said the state is 

working on getting results faster, but many changes require legislation. Submit those bills, please 

— including one that gets rid of elected registrars and goes to a professional county system. 



Legislature, wake up. It's wrong that Connecticut voters are going to bed on election night not 

knowing who their next governor is. 

Copyright © 2014, Hartford Courant 
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Late Election Returns Embarrass 

Connecticut 

 
By Brandon Finnigan  

Connecticut is extraordinarily slow in reporting who won elections. 

How many voters have had to wait hours, even days, to learn who won? 

Slowest election returns in nation? Connecticut's a strong candidate 

I started up a national project two years ago on elections returns, and we've seen great success. 

Heading into 2014, we felt confident no state would take too long to report. 

And then came Connecticut. 

How many media folk, campaigns, voters had to wait hours, even days, for returns from a state a 

fraction the size of Florida? 

I strongly suspect — and per conversations with a few registrars have confirmed — that there is 

something smelly about the Connecticut system when it comes to reporting returns. 

Now, don't get me wrong. The wires have my volunteer project beat on returns: With workers in 

every municipality, they can snag the data faster than we can. 



But even for them, its a far tougher slog than it needs to be. 

I'm not laying the blame at the feet of the registrars. Their horror stories about outdated methods 

of tabulation forced upon them by a state government that seems too skittish to modernize are the 

worst we have come across, and we have covered elections in nearly every state. What is the 

rationale here? Machines could be "compromised"? Ballots stuffed? Those fears exist 

everywhere, yet that hasn't stopped secretaries of state from upgrading and improving their 

processes across this country. 

Yes, New England presents a challenge with its municipal-level reporting, but Connecticut took 

the cake. While returns were being compiled quickly in Bangor, Portland, Manchester, Concord, 

Boston and Providence, delay was the name of the game for Connecticut's largest cities. 

Sorry, but it simply shouldn't take a city as small as Bridgeport or New Haven or Hartford as 

long as it has to process ballots. Ask yourself: Why does it take so long, when every other state 

can quickly get a pretty clear picture of its turnout and vote, including some with a history of 

election night problems (Florida) that they've managed to correct? 

It doesn't have to be this way for the residents of your state. 

Ditch the hand-transcribing of returns that then go to the state. This isn't 1840. Electronic voter 

books, the use of memory cards, and eliminating redundancies in the process would go a long 

way toward speeding things up. Perhaps additional assistance and training and streamlined 

procedures could make the task for the registrars easier and deliver a result faster to the voters 

who deserve to know. 

Why is this so important? You have a right to know who won as quickly and as accurately as 

possible, without the hang-ups of a process that, in an effort to be as secure and accurate as 

possible, can actually botch returns. 

Long delays breed worry and suspicion, and over time and without any pushback, the process 

will only get worse. 

It's time to step into the 21st century, Connecticut. 

Brandon Finnigan has been covering elections at the blog Ace of Spades HQ since 2010. He 

lives in Southern California. 
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